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About This Content

Create your game's world in crisp pixel art with this new style. The first Time Fantasy graphics pack includes a wide variety of
characters and tiles that feel like the classic RPGs of the SNES era.

The massive collection of tilesets allows you to create all sorts of locations in your fantasy world: create wilderness areas in the
forest, mountains or desert. Build villages, towns, or cities around a strong castle. Explore dungeons like caves or ruins and
temples. Populate your world with characters: unique heroes and villains to drive your stories, multiple military factions to

provide conflict, and NPCs to bring your locations to life.

Features:

New style that includes character and tiles to create a whole game world.

Retro pixel art like your favorite RPG classics.

Over 80 unique character sprites. Heroes, villains, soldiers and more!

5 full sheets of emotion animations for 40 characters.

29 tilesets! Autotiles and objects for forests, mountains, towns, dungeons and more.
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Animated doors, fires, and treasure chests.

9 page PDF file with tips and tricks to get the most out of these graphics.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Time Fantasy
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
finalbossblues
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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Use this set ONLY if you adored the RPG Maker 2k3. Seeing I have been eyeing this DLC, yes. The resources ARE lacking,
but if you're an expert of sprite making, modding. It's a great set to work with and you feel as though you are working with 2k3
without it feeling like 2k3.

Seeing I have been working with RPG Maker since 2000; yes 2k. And most recently VX ACE (I think I have over 1000 hours
by now). This pack is good for users who have had experience and want to feel a little nostalgia with ACE and find a joy seeing
old faces.

Though... the price. You may want to wait for a sale. I would have recommended it more if they had the 2k\/2k3 music and\/or
facesets even the battlers would have been nice to seem transfered. Then again would that be asking for too much? I still enjoy
the pack; I just want more of it.... maybe it's just because I enjoy Enterbrain\/ASCII.. Late-16bit to Early-32bit style graphics,
with enough characters and tilesets for a small to medium sized game. You'll still need music, battlers, etc. But this is a very
solid pack with enough assets to develop a world.. While I love retro DLCs for RPG Maker, I feel this one is severely lacking,
especially for the price.
I love the visuals, but they're so limited. You can have your character smile, OK, but there are barely any behavioural sprites.
The lack of any battlers and faces also severely hurts this DLC and again the price you have to pay for it is not justified....
AMAZING! This tileset has an awesome golden sun kinda feel, and they look gorgeouse. There are lots of characters, and quite
a bit of enviornments. It does not come with everything needed to make a game, but definitly worth it. It can also be easily
added to if you're any good at art.. Like DLC for VX Ace? Great! Looking for retro looking Characters and Tilesets? Even
better! If this is right for you, give it a try. Though, don't expect a hundered graphical resources in this DLC. It also contains
some characters from RPG Maker 2003! It includes some cool custom made characters in it too, along with emotions. Lastly,
the Tilesets have that 90's JRPG vibe to it as well. Overall, it's not bad. However, a second addition to this DLC that included
Faces and Battlers would be a nice touch to it.
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